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In almost four decades Jack Goody has published a score of books
seeking to explain the divergence of Africa from the Eurasian con-
tinent, and latterly to refute historical claims of western superiority
to Asia. Since the millennium, he has sought to clarify his own
vision of modern capitalism at a time when western hegemony is
coming under pressure from globalization. Yet this achievement
has not received the recognition from anthropologists that it
deserves. This article, in reviewing six books published during the
last decade, makes a case for reassessing Goody’s project from the
mid-1970s until now. It singles out two books for special attention,
The Theft of History and his latest volume, Metals, Culture and
Capitalism. A consistent theme of his recent work is to juxtapose
his own account of the history of western capitalism with those of
Marx, Weber and other writers in the classical tradition of social
theory. Jack Goody remains to this day an anthropologist whose
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sensibility was formed by long-term ethnographic fieldwork. But he
knew that, if he aspired to throw light on the human predicament as
a whole, he would have to become a world historian too.

Keywords: capitalism, Eurasia, metals, Renaissance, the West, world 
history

Sir Jack Goody turns 95 this year. This review examines a half dozen books
that he has written in the last decade, of which Metals, Culture and
Capitalism (2012) has a claim to being the most synthetic in a remarkably
wide-ranging series of historical comparisons that was launched almost four
decades ago. The subtitle of this latest book—An Essay on the Origins of the
Modern World—makes explicit a growing focus of his writing since the
millennium. Hitherto Goody’s subject matter was the pre-industrial societies
of the Old World; but now he wants to clarify how he distinguishes his own
historical vision of modern capitalism from theories of Western monopoly
that are increasingly coming under pressure from globalization.

Despite—or perhaps because of—the abundance and scope of his
writing, Goody’s work is not widely known or cited by Anglophone
anthropologists today. He has not left a school of followers; indeed it is hard
for the rest of us to catch up with his fast-growing output. He was my teacher
and, in time, I have come to recognize his massive influence on my own
development as an anthropologist. But there is still much to learn from him.
Jack Goody links the past to the future in ways that his contemporaries find
it hard to absorb in the present.

This review article has four sections. Part 1 summarizes Goody’s project
from the mid-1970s to around the millennium. The Eurasian Miracle provides
a retrospective road map to this project. Part 2 focuses on The Theft of History
and, to a lesser extent, two related texts, Islam in Europe and Renaissances.
Part 3 examines how Goody places Western capitalism in world history, as
revealed initially by Capitalism and Modernity and now by Metals, Culture
and Capitalism. Part 4 concludes by assessing Jack Goody’s contribution to
anthropology.

Jack Goody’s vision of world history

In a short preface to the first in his series of comparisons between Africa and
Eurasia, Jack Goody (1976: ix–x) tells us that ethnography, the aspiration to
write about another culture studied intensively through fieldwork, never
defined his intellectual horizons. His subject is historical comparison and
beyond that ‘‘the development of human culture.’’ He deliberately sets
himself at odds with his greatest contemporary, Claude Lévi-Strauss (1962),
as being uninterested in binary oppositions between the modern and the
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primitive. Rather, he places himself as an actor in a historical period, coming
of age in the Second World War, encountering the Eastern Mediterranean,
escaping from a prison camp into the mountains of Abruzzo, entering Africa
at the decisive moment of its anti-colonial revolution and in its epicenter,
Ghana. With European empires collapsing everywhere, he has always
rejected the Euro-centric idea that the West is special, looking instead for
forms of knowledge that are more truly universal, better suited to the new
world society launched by the war.

As a former student of English literature, he knew something about
medieval European society and culture. He wanted to connect a newly
independent West Africa to the Islamic civilization he encountered briefly
during the war. His subject was therefore the comparison of pre-industrial
societies, past and present, an ethnographically informed juxtaposition of
Africa, Europe, and the Middle East. Then and now, he stresses that his
research is an extension of his own personal experience, fueled by social
interaction and political engagement. For example, he traces his interest in
minerals to signing up for a regiment of Nottinghamshire miners in the Second
World War. The ultimate historical question is where human civilization is
going, but the key lies in the similarity and divergence of regions with an
agrarian past. Only a series of books could begin to address this question.
The full title of the first was Production and Reproduction: A Comparative
Study of the Domestic Domain. His focus here was on how human beings
produce their livelihood within families and how this influences attempts to
secure their future. But Death, Property and the Ancestors (1962) remains
his key work. The three themes of the title—how we seek to transcend death
materially and spiritually—come together in Goody’s preoccupation with
writing itself, a project he launched with The Domestication of the Savage
Mind (1977).

How does Jack Goody’s project of historical comparison illuminate the
world society emerging in our time? What is his vision of the development of
human culture, past, present, and future? Think what the human condition
was like in 1945 and what it is now. Something tremendous has happened
in between. Humanity has been brought closer together in dramatic ways.
Seven billion of us have formed world society as a single interactive network
for the first time. This society is massively unequal and riddled with conflict,
but now at last there is a universe of communications to give concrete
expression to universal ideas. Future generations will want to study this
emerging human society and they will look to us for clues; but they will
be disappointed by the fragmented narrowness of our anthropological
vision.

Anthropologists, in sticking with the ethnographic method, have not
risen to the challenge of documenting this huge shift in civilization. Jack
Goody could not settle for just getting to know another culture. He rather
devised and carried out an anthropological project with a scale to match
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the world society being formed in his day. In reaching for a more universal
conception of human history, he knew that he was an active participant in
the making of a new world. But, even as he inserted himself into contempor-
ary society, he chose to step back from themodern age. Initially he left out any
direct consideration of two centuries of machine revolution, the capitalist
world economy, the New World in its entirety. His topic is nevertheless
the development of human culture and his recent writing reveals even more
sharply than before that his inquiries do reflect a consistent position on the
social priorities of our times.

A few years after his wartime sojourn in the Mediterranean basin,
Jack Goody carried out research in West Africa, a region connected to the
Mediterranean by Islamic civilization long before it was colonized by
Europeans. On the basis of extensive fieldwork in Northwest Ghana before
that country won independence from colonial rule, he soon established
himself as a force in West African anthropology, first as an ethnographer
and later as a historian (Hart 1985). Goody was impressed, however, by the
similarities and differences between Africa, Europe, and the Islamic world.
It took him three decades to formalize the terms of comparison; but, when
he did, it turned out as follows: Europe may be opposed to Asia as West to
East, but the two should be seen as a single entity, Eurasia, contrasted in turn
with Africa South of the Sahara. This model rejects the dominant imperialist
stereotype, which opposes the West to the Rest. If there is one constant
in his work, it is a profound dislike of racist binaries privileging Western
leadership of the world that their colonial empires made.

Goody started with kinship and marriage, the domestic relations though
which people manage their own reproduction and participate in the wider
society. In Death, Property and the Ancestors (1962), he concluded that the
key to variations in kinship organization lay in the transmission of property,
the material link between generations constituted by patterns of inheritance
and manifested in religious observances such as the ancestor cult. The book
drew extensively on classical sources of British comparative jurisprudence;
but Goody balked at making a systematic comparison of Africa and Europe
then. In Tradition, Technology and the State (1971), he questioned the habit
of transferring categories from European history to the study of pre-colonial
states in Africa. Once again his focus was on property forms. European feudal-
ism was based on private property in land and this was absent from traditional
West Africa. Why? Because land was scarce in Western Europe, but not in
Africa, where the scarce factor was people; and control over them was exer-
cised through monopolies of the ‘‘means of destruction’’ (horses, guns, etc.),
not the means of production. Africa’s polities were both centralized and
decentralized, the former acquiring manpower by force through carrying out
slave raids on the latter (Fortes and Evans-Pritchard 1940). Shifting hoe agricul-
ture was the norm, with the bulk of manual labor being performed by women.
In both types of society they were hoarded as wives by polygamous older men
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and their children were recruited to exclusive descent groups. The key to
major differences in social organization between Africa and Eurasia thus lay
in the conditions of production and specifically in demography, in the ratio
of people to the land.

Production and Reproduction takes off from this premise into a global
survey of kinship, marriage, and property transmission, using the data
compiled by G. P. Murdock’s Ethnographic Atlas, 1962–1980 (Murdock
1967). Kin groups in the major societies of Eurasia frequently pass on
property through both sexes, a process of ‘‘diverging devolution’’ (including
bilateral inheritance and women’s dowry at marriage) that is virtually absent
in Africa South of the Sahara, where inheritance follows the line of one sex
only (Hann 2008). Especially when women’s property includes land,
attempts will be made to control these heiresses, banning premarital sex
and making arranged marriages for them, often within the same group and
with a strong preference for monogamy. Direct inheritance by women is also
associated with the isolation of the nuclear family in kinship terminology,
where a distinction is drawn between one’s own parents and siblings and
other relatives of the same generation, unlike in lineage systems. All of this
reflects a class society. ‘‘Diverging devolution (especially dowry) [is] the main
mechanism by which familial status was maintained in an economically
differentiated society’’ (Goody 1976:19).

Why should the African and Eurasian patterns be so different? I suggest
that the scarcer productive resources become and the more intensively
they are used, then the greater the tendency for the retention of these
resources within the basic productive and reproductive unit, which in
the large majority of cases is the nuclear family . . . . Advanced agriculture,
whether by plough or irrigation, permits an individual to produce much
more than he can consume . . . . [T]he greater volume of production can
maintain an elaborate division of labor and stratification based upon
different styles of life. An important means of [this] . . . is marriage with
persons of the same or higher qualifications . . . . Advanced agriculture
[also] allows the expansion of population, another factor making for
scarcity of land’’ (Goody 1976: 20).

The agrarian economies of all the major Eurasian civilizations conformed to
this pattern. They were organized through large states run by literate elites
whose lifestyle embraced both the city and the countryside. This is Gordon
Childe’s (1942) ‘‘urban revolution’’ in Mesopotamia 5,000 years ago. Africa
South of the Sahara apparently missed out on these developments. By starting
from the relationship between types of property transmission and forms of
kinship and marriage, Goody arrived at a new synthesis of the agricultural
roots of civilization.

The intellectual legacy of imperialism still underpins anthropology
today. So Jack Goody chose to attack the lingering opposition of ‘‘modern’’
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and ‘‘primitive’’ cultures by studying the chief activity of literate elites, of
which he was himself a leading example—writing. Contrasting mentalities
should be seen as an effect of different means of communication. The most
important of these are speech and writing. Most African cultures are predomi-
nantly oral, whereas the ruling classes of Eurasian civilization have relied from
the beginning on literate records. His most general assault on the habit of
opposing us and them, The Domestication of the Savage Mind (Goody
1977), came out a year after Production and Reproduction. This was a pointed
repudiation of La Pensée Sauvage of Lévi-Strauss (1962), suggesting that the
latter’s lists linking ‘‘hot’’ and ‘‘cold’’ societies to other pairs, such as history
and myth, science and magic, far from exemplifying universal reason, were
a parochial by-product of mental habits induced by writing. Literacy was thus
a key feature of the institutional complex that marked the urban revolution.

Accordingly, while rejecting most of the binary contrasts that underpin
modern civilization, Jack Goody rests his own case on another. The Great
Divide in human history was the Bronze Age urban revolution and its culture
founded on writing. The initial geographical contrast between Eurasia and
Africa served to highlight this division. Nothing that has happened since is
as important. In The East in the West (1996) and all the books reviewed here,
Goody has sought to refute the claim, cherished by the founders of modern
social theory, that the West’s economic ascendancy, driven by capitalism,
could be attributed to a unique type of rationality missing from the less
fortunate societies, specifically from Asia. He argues that Europe’s distinctive-
ness is either non-existent or has been exaggerated, while the rate of adoption
of Western industrial techniques by Asian societies has been faster than it took
for the innovations of the Italian Renaissance to diffuse to Northwest Europe.
It makes more sense to see Eurasia as a single entity, with the advantage
fluctuating between regions over time in an unstable pattern. Africa, whose
exceptional character remains unchallenged so far, tends to drop out of
view in his recent publications (Hart 2011a). The rise of China and India as
capitalist powers, following Japan, has only reinforced Goody’s argument.

According to Jack Goody, the relative standing of Eurasia’s regions has
fluctuated over 5,000 years, with Western Europe (and its North American
offshoots) enjoying some advantage since the Renaissance, especially since
the industrial revolution. He utterly rejects any claim that Asia was ever
structurally inferior. In most respects, Asian civilizations were well ahead
of Europe for much of history. The speed with which they have adopted
modern capitalism points to a fundamental similarity that helps us to
understand the reversal in economic dominance that is under way now.

Goody set out to deconstruct the racist binaries that organize so much
thinking about anthropology and world history. It is better to consider how
institutional patterns vary in emphasis and combination. Then the grounds
for racial superiority are undermined and economic development is seen less
readily as a series of radical breaks. Goody explains cultural difference by
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technological change, but is open to recognizing influences in the reverse
direction (see Part 4 below). The intensification of agriculture (the plough
and irrigation) and new means of communication (writing) underpin the
unequal class structure of agrarian civilization and explain the cultural differ-
ences between Eurasia and Africa. So Western supremacists are not only
mistaken in assuming Europe’s uniqueness, they are idealists who fail to grasp
the material conditions underlying the cultural differences that they celebrate.

Modern ethnographers too have criticized Western complacency, but
their examples have generally been taken out of the context of world history.
Jack Goody has excavated a new anthropological vision of our world that is
bound to become even more salient as the present century unfolds. He stands
squarely in a tradition that might be called ‘‘the anthropology of unequal
society,’’ drawing initially on Marxist pre-historian Gordon Childe’s materialist
synthesis of the great revolutions that marked the history of human
production and society. Childe got his basic framework from L. H. Morgan’s
Ancient Society (1877), which some have seen as the origin of modern
anthropology. This work was made more widely accessible by Friedrich
Engels as The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State (1884).
But Morgan-Engels got it in turn from Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1754), whose
Discourse on the Origins and Foundations of Inequality among Men is the
source for this tradition. Its leading practitioner of late has been Jack Goody
(Hart 2006; Hann and Hart 2011:10–12).

Despite a consistent barrage of propaganda telling us that we now live in
a modern age of science and democracy, humanity’s dominant institutions are
still those of agrarian civilization: territorial states, embattled cities, landed
property, warfare, racism, bureaucratic administration, writing, impersonal
money, long-distance trade, work as a virtue, world religion, and the nuclear
family. This is because the rebellion of the Western middle classes against the
Old Regime was co-opted by that synthesis of industrial capitalism and the
nation-state that I call ‘‘national capitalism’’ (Hart 2009); and emancipation
from unequal society has suffered reverses as a result. Consider the shape
of world society today. A remote elite of white, middle-aged, middle-class
men, ‘‘the men in suits,’’ rule masses that are predominantly poor, dark,
female and young. Citizens of the rich countries, who can no longer repro-
duce themselves, marginalize the migrants seeking economic improvement
who work for their pensions. Our world resembles nothing so much as the
Old Regime in France before the revolution, when Rousseau wrote his Second
Discourse. Africa is the most poignant symbol of this unequal world; but that
may be changing (Hart 2010, 2011a).

Jack Goody has been telling us something about the formation of
contemporary world society. Like Bruno Latour (1993), he says that we have
never been modern. Modern democracy is predicated on the abolition of the
unequal society that ruled the Eurasian landmass for 5,000 years. He reminds
us of the durable inequality of our world and suggests that its causes may be
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less tractable than we think. At the same time, the rise of China and India
underlines his warning against European complacency. The world is now
simultaneously more connected than ever and highly unequal, a dangerous
combination. The reduction of national political controls over global markets
in the last three decades has accelerated the gap between the haves and
have-nots everywhere, generating huge regional disparities in the process.
Redress for this situation seems further away today that it did in 1945, when
Jack Goody set out on his post-war journey.

To recap, the key to understanding social forms for Jack Goody lies in
production. Civilization or human culture is largely a consequence of the
means of communication—once writing, now an array of mechanized media,
but always interacting with oral and written forms. The site of social struggles
is property, now often intellectual property. His central focus on repro-
duction has never been more salient as the ageing citizens of rich countries
confront the proliferating mass of young people out there, most of them from
Asia and Africa. Kinship needs to be reinvented too. If human culture is to be
rescued from the unequal society that results when agrarian civilization
adopts modern machines (see Part 3 below), Jack Goody’s anthropological
vision offers one way of contemplating how.

The Eurasian Miracle (2009) provides a road map to Goody’s vast
canvas, now spread over a score of volumes. It is almost as if a great painter
wrote the catalogue for an exhibition of his life’s work. This small book
documents the main areas in which he has sought to dismantle the evolution-
ist myth of Europe’s unique historical path. These are: kinship, the family and
individualism; urban commerce; the puritan roots of capitalism; and commu-
nications technology. He thinks too much has been made of the industrial
revolution as a decisive break in history; that modern capitalism may not be
so radically different from its predecessors; and that attempts to associate
recent history exclusively with the achievements of the West are deluded.
He obviously feels that the contrast between Old and NewWorlds is exagger-
ated, since he never contemplates the Americas. Many of the features taken to
be culturally distinctive of particular regions (notably Europe) may be found
elsewhere, often in quite well-developed forms. So, rather than classify whole
societies according to the presumed presence and absence of cultural traits, it
is better to consider institutional variation between them as a matter of
emphasis and combination. In this way the core grounds for racial superiority
are undermined and economic development should be less readily conceived
as a series of radical breakthroughs.

The theft of history

Jack Goody’s The Theft of History (2006, republished as an attractive
paperback in 2012) is the outstanding publication of this recent crop. In
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1900, about four-fifths of the planet’s inhabited land was controlled by people
of European origin. Although European expansion was by then four centuries
old, this land grab had largely taken place in the previous half-century, and for
most of Africa in the last two decades. It was manned by the world’s first
population explosion, when European death rates fell faster than birth rates
from the 1830s, and was enabled by rapid improvements in technologies
for inflicting death on others. It is hardly surprising that the Europeans
asked themselves how they came to enjoy what sometimes seemed like an
effortless superiority over all comers. This was also the time when modern
anthropology was born with the aim of finding answers.

The means now seems obviously enough to have been industrial capit-
alism, that combination of big money and machine production that took off
around 1800 in Britain and a few other places. But where did this come from?
Europeans supposed that something in their culture must account for their
successful application of scientific rationality to the task of world domination.
Soon enough this cultural perception was given a biological foundation as a
racial hierarchy with whites at the top, blacks at the bottom, and yellow, red,
and brown people in between. So, when world society was launched by
Western imperialism in the course of the nineteenth century, it took the highly
unequal form of a racial order, which most people had been coerced into
joining. Not only the anthropologists, but Western historians, philosophers,
and social theorists set out to explain this European triumph in self-
congratulatory terms. And most of them are still content to do so.

Jack Goody does not seek in The Theft of History to account for Euro-
centrism as such, but rather to demolish its pretensions to intellectual
respectability. He sets out to show that, in order to turn a temporary success
into an origin myth without end, even the most serious Western writers have
unjustifiably traced Europe’s global ascendancy back to the civilization of
the Renaissance or to that of Ancient Greece. In separating Europe from Asia,
the Middle East and North Africa, they have systematically downgraded
Asian societies, while ignoring Eurasia’s common foundation in Bronze Age
civilization. Above all, as the first owners of a newly formed world society,
they have rewritten history with themselves in the driving seat forever and
have usurped the legitimate claims of others to have shared in humanity’s
greatest achievements. In other words, having stolen their land, the
Europeans proceeded to steal their history also.

The book’s chapters are organized in three groups of three, framed by an
introduction, an essay on time-space, and an afterword. The first set examines
the historical categories that allegedly account for Europe’s divergence from
Asia before the early modern period: Antiquity, Feudalism, and Asiatic
Despotism. The second discusses three authors who have donemuch to shore
up European assertions of their own uniqueness: Joseph Needham, Norbert
Elias, and Fernand Braudel. The third deals with institutions, values, and
even emotions for which Europeans have claimed a monopoly: towns and
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universities; humanism, democracy, and individualism; and love. Goody
leans over backwards to be fair to his opponents, some of whom he clearly
admires.

In Jack Goody’s view, perhaps the most significant result of the West’s
global hegemony has been to impose a universal system of time-space on
the rest of the world. The Theft of History kicks off with a brief sketch of
how it came about, emphasizing the distortions of world history that have
accompanied this development. Europe’s claim to have diverged, via the
ancient Greeks and Romans, from a Bronze Age civilization whose heartland
was in Asia goes back to the Renaissance; but it took on particular salience in
the age of Western imperialism. Goody sifts patiently through arguments for
their unique achievements in culture, economy, politics, and law, showing
that writers like Moses Finley (1973) and Karl Polanyi (1957) relied on arbi-
trary categories or invoked notions like genius to shore up inconsistent and
erroneous propositions. He refuses, however, to go as far as Martin Bernal
in Black Athena (1987) who derived much of Greek culture from Egypt and
claimed that the separation of ancient Greece from the rest of the Eastern
Mediterranean was an invention of racist imperialism in the nineteenth
century. Goody maintains his distance from Bernal because, apart from
feeling that his linguistic evidence is shaky, Europeans have no monopoly
on ethnocentrism and they adopted racist attitudes to their Mediterranean
neighbors long before they were in a position to conquer the world.

Perhaps the most bare-faced invention of Western philosophers and
historians was to name the collapse of civilization after the fall of Rome
‘‘feudalism’’ and then to suggest that it provided a unique launching pad for
capitalism. Goody, who long ago (1971) resisted the export of the feudal label
to African polities, now convincingly undermines any such claim to distinctive
progress, emphasizing rather medieval Europe’s massive loss of standing
when measured against the Asian societies of the period. Taking Perry
Anderson (1974) to task, he also rejects the notion that Japan’s early capitalist
success had its roots in a similarly distinctive feudal past. The whole sorry
attempt from the Renaissance onwards to create a single exceptional
sequence for the West culminating in the triumph of freedom just does not
add up. Its corollary is the notion that Asian societies as a whole were static
for all this time, being hidebound by subservience to rulers unconstrained
by law (‘‘Oriental despotism’’). Goody does not have much trouble disposing
of that one.

He chooses three individuals to exemplify the trend he wishes to subvert
and holds them in varying degrees of respect. Needham appears at first sight
to be an unusual choice, since his multi-volume Science and Civilization in
China (1954–2004) showed that Chinese technology was the equal of or bet-
ter than Europe’s up to 1600. But Goody takes issue with Needham’s idea that
the West took off on a trajectory uniquely its own since then. He has long
been critical of Elias (1939) as the leading advocate of Europe’s claim to have
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invented ‘‘civilization’’ starting with the Renaissance. Goody’s arguments
against the historical veracity of this claim echo earlier chapters, but an added
note of asperity derives from the fact that they overlapped in Ghana soon after
independence. Elias’s comments then about an imagined ‘‘primitive’’ Africa
provide Goody with further proof of his Euro-centrism. Who would deny
Braudel’s excellence as a historian? Jack Goody does not try to. Nevertheless,
the trilogy Civilization and Capitalism, 15th to 18th Century (1981–1984)
tries to establish that Europe was and is the original home of ‘‘true capitalism.’’
Goody, with more support from Marx (1867) and Weber (1922) than he
appears to realize, rejects the claim that this mercantile variant of capitalism
was any different from many Asian examples going back to the Phoenicians.
His suggestion elsewhere in the book that we might all be better off without
Werner Sombart’s (1902) coinage—capitalism—could be right.

Much of the argument concerning the West’s claim to being the unique
author of the modern world rests on a series of keywords, obviously Western
in origin, whose universal aspirations and exclusivity Goody disputes. These
include the occidental city and the bourgeoisie it nurtured (Weber 1978);
associated institutions like the Western university and the forms of knowledge
it generated; democracy and the idea of freedom; humanism, individualism,
and romantic love. Goody provides an erudite if scattershot critique of all
these claims, demonstrating that such concepts are not only vague beliefs,
but that their institutional core is widely shared, especially by Islamic
civilization, but even as far afield as Northern Ghana.

His ‘‘Last Words’’ offer a recapitulation of all this. The main pre-industrial
civilizations of the Eurasian land mass have a common origin in the rise of
cities, the state, and class society five millennia ago; and they grew side by side
for most of that time, with first one area taking the lead and then the other, but
without significant institutional divergence, certainly when contrasted with
Africa. Goody’s method has always been comparative sociology. He prefers
to break down abstract cultural concepts into analytical frameworks that
permit empirical investigation across a wide historical range of societies. He
has chosen to restrict himself to the Old World and has largely by-passed
the last two centuries of world history. His vision is one of durable continuities
rather than of decisive breaks, at least since the urban revolution. Above all,
he has tried to deconstruct the ideology of inevitable and eternal Western
hegemony over the peoples of the world, nowhere more powerfully than
in this book. Jack Goody’s revisions of received opinion on Western preten-
sions to global leadership are invaluable; but they do not throw much light on
the dynamics of modern world history. Several of the books reviewed here,
however, not least the two considered in Part 3 below, reflect his growing
awareness that he must clarify his position on the contemporary trajectory
of global capitalism.

To return to the empirical fact of Western imperial domination in 1900,
this can now be seen as the midpoint in an unparalleled transformation of
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world society over the last two centuries. In 1800, the world’s population was
around 1 billion, having grown slowly over 10 millennia of agricultural pro-
duction; only 1 in 40 human beings then lived in an urban settlement; almost
all the energy people used came from animals and plants; as Goody points out,
China was still the world’s economic powerhouse and Europeans had only a
toehold on most of the planet. By 2000, the world’s population had grown to 6
billion, doubling in the previous 40 years, while Europe’s indigenous popu-
lation went into reverse; almost half of humanity now lived in cities; and this
was made possible by increased use of machines as converters of inanimate
energy, once coal and now oil. The latest stage of mechanization is a digital
revolution in communications whose symbol is the Internet. Before that, the
most powerful social movement for a century had been the anti-colonial rev-
olution—the drive of peoples forced into world society by Western imperial-
ism to establish their own direct relationship to it. It seems quite plausible
today that the United States and Europe could soon be replaced as the engines
of world society by countries like India, China, and Brazil, whose peoples
were not long ago subject to the kind of cultural condescension whose
premises Goody undercuts so comprehensively in this book.

Reflecting a general trend in anthropology, Africa has dropped out of
Goody’s focus in favor of a critical attempt to get Western scholars to
re-examine themselves and to acknowledge that the grounds for asserting a
long-term superiority to Asia are non-existent. His earlier excursion into the
history of the European family (Goody 1983) showed that Western forms
could not be distinguished from those of their Mediterranean neighbors.
The thesis developed so impressively in The Theft of History was first aired
in The Oriental, the Ancient and the Primitive (Goody 1990) and the violence
done to Asian societies by Euro-centric historiography received a comprehen-
sive rebuttal in The East in the West (1996). More recently, Goody has
extended this line of thought in two directions: Islam in Europe (2004)
documents the cultural debt Europeans owe to the Islamic world; and
Renaissances (2010) argues for the Italian Renaissance’s dependence on
non-European cultural sources, while demonstrating comparable historical
phenomena in China, India, and the Middle East. The first of these goes over
historical ground that is quite well known to academics, if not to neo-
conservatives inspired by Samuel P. Huntington’s (1996) thesis concerning
‘‘the clash of civilizations.’’ The second is a lengthy development of the
argument in The Theft of History bringing together the fruits of Jack Goody’s
eclectic scholarship in a refreshing and insightful way (Burke 2009).

Islam in Europe was written in the context of the launch of the War on
Terror and the invasion of Iraq. Jack Goody is not usually thought of as a
public intellectual, unlike his friend and contemporary Eric Hobsbawm
with whom he shared so much. But, as the Preface to Production and
Reproduction (1976) shows—and the Preface to Metals, Capitalism and
Culture (2012) echoes—his work has always been inspired by personal
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engagement and political commitments. It is hard to imagine how he could
have summoned the energy for such an extended series of books if he were
not motivated in some way to change the world. Here he is not just content
with showing Europe’s debt to Islam, but he also addresses questions of
legitimate violence, ethnic cleansing, and terrorism while drawing attention
to the palpable presence of Muslims in Europe as immigrants in their millions.
This short book is a rare public intervention, but it is grounded in the
convictions of a lifetime.

Renaissances: The One or the Many? (2010) links Goody’s concern
with human culture to the subject of the next section: how did the Italian
Renaissance contribute to economic development, as well as to the arts and
sciences, and does this constitute sufficient grounds for Europe to make an
exclusive claim to be the original source of both modernity and its engine,
capitalism. He rejects all these claims as a specious teleology projected back-
wards in history by people of European descent basking in their temporary
global supremacy in the 19th and 20th centuries. Capitalism and modernity
both originated in Bronze Age revolutions in which all Eurasian civilizations
participated and especially to the invention of writing, which made a material
object out of language. The Italians drew liberally on Arab and even Indian
and Chinese sources. In his multi-volume A Study of History (1948), Arnold
Toynbee referred to the humanist revival of a dead ‘‘classical’’ tradition as
‘‘a recurrent phenomenon’’ in world history; and Jack Goody takes advantage
of the recent efflorescence of academic scholarship to document and analyze
a number of these. To repeat, the tradition of Western exceptionalism is still
alive and well, including in anthropology itself.

Capitalism: between Agrarian civilization and the Machine Revolution

The first and last of the books reviewed here, Capitalism and Modernity
(2004) and Metals, Capitalism and Culture (2012), frame the most ambitious
task that Jack Goody has set himself since the millennium: to replace the
world vision of the founders of modern social theory, especially as typified
by the followers of Karl Marx and Max Weber. Much of his writing, as we
have seen, is deconstructive in style. Moreover, he is not one for making
programmatic statements that can easily be reproduced as sound bites and
iconic categories by adepts. His books’ arguments are often made in a
roundabout way, nuanced and embedded in thick description. It is no coinci-
dence that his occasional prefaces offer more clues of his general program
than the texts themselves. In particular, his emphasis on the agrarian roots
of the modern world tends to marginalize the historical trends of the last
two centuries that many would consider to be more germane to our current
global predicament.
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Capitalism and Modernity: The Great Debate (2004) is the weakest of the
books reviewed here. Goody opens with a sketchy review of the theoretical
issues involved in ‘‘the culture of capitalism’’ and ‘‘modernization.’’ Then he
bases an account of culture and economy in Europe on a detailed rejection
of Landes’ (1998) ‘‘europhile’’ attempt to explain why Britain succeeded in
launching an industrial revolution, building on Europe’s allegedly unique
economic advantages. The case against ‘‘Eurocentric historians’’ is made
through J. M. Blaut (2000), even though we now know that Jack Goody would
soon afterward launch his own masterpiece on this topic. Thomas Malthus
(1798) then acts as a bridge to European prejudice concerning the East and
China in particular. Goody’s introduction of China’s challenge to prevailing
conceptions of the world economy draws mainly on Kenneth Pomeranz’
(2000) excellent book, The Great Divergence. Only after this selective digest
of the literature, do we come to the last and longest chapter, ‘‘The Growth
and Interchange of Merchant Cultures,’’ which addresses the core of Goody’s
argument that Western industrial capitalism did not differ significantly from its
merchant capitalist predecessors around the world.

Jack Goody addresses Marx (1867) on capital directly, but mainly to
dispute his account of merchant capitalism and his assumption that British
industrialization had uniquely global significance. Goody’s arguments and
evidence are forceful and erudite; they should modify any serious reader’s
preconceptions concerning economic history. But Marx’s typology of finance,
merchant, and industrial capital is nowhere considered systematically and it
should have been. Making money with money through interest-bearing loans
is as old as civilization, says Marx. So is the use of capital in trade, where profit
comes from buying cheap and selling dear. Manufacturing industry recurs in
world history, not least, as Goody shows, in China, which, at the time Malthus
wrote his essay, was at least on a par with Europe. The 19th century was a
turning point, according to Marx, because ‘‘industrial capital’’ became the
driver of the world economy, starting in Britain. ‘‘Industrial’’ refers not to
mining and manufactures as such, but to the deployment of capital to hire
wage labor on a large scale, adding machines to their production. It can take
place in agriculture, industry, or services. For Marx, this constitutes a break-
through since labor is the only commodity capable of producing more than
it costs. Moreover, when the bulk of the population works for wages, the
market for their means of livelihood is vastly expanded. The industrial
demand for wage labor requires a mass exodus from the land. Jack Goody
is on strong ground when he insists that Britain’s and Europe’s advantage
was temporary. This is already a fait accompli. But he does not have much
to offer in the way of explanation for the shift of human production and
livelihood from the countryside to the city in the last two centuries.

Metals, Culture and Capitalism (2012), on the other hand, is a tour de
force, full of astonishing insights and new arguments. Why metals, which
never made an appearance until now? Because Jack Goody discovered that
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Bronze Age civilizations, the crux of his thesis concerning Eurasia’s unitary
identity, had no bronze! From this observation he infers a theory of uneven
development of startling originality. Lowland Mesopotamia and other urban
centers had to import metals from barbarian highland areas, such as Anatolia
and Germany. In time, the mineral exporters were able to copy the tools and
weapons of the city-dwellers and this enabled them eventually to turn the
tables in cyclical fluctuations over long periods. This is reminiscent of Ibn
Khaldun’s (2004) 14th-century analysis of the periodic reversal of fortunes
between sedentary coastal and riverine cities and nomadic desert tribes in
theMuqaddimah. And, of course, it provides a compelling bridge to Goody’s
vision of the contemporary world economy as multipolar, in contrast with the
unipolar version the Europeans made a century or more ago. Industrialization
likewise relies heavily on minerals and offers many examples of the
alternation and reverses characteristic of uneven development.

The book has three sections: on metals in the ancient world, featuring
mainly the Middle East and the Mediterranean; a much more elaborate dis-
cussion of merchants than in the earlier book, focusing again on the Middle
East and China, but this time on Venice too; and finally a shorter section on
iron and the industrial revolution with a rich concluding chapter linking
capital accumulation and renaissances through metals, to which I turn in
Part 4 below. Metals is an extraordinary achievement, offering a window on
all that went before that renews Jack Goody’s book series in its entirety.

I have considerable sympathy for the notion that the agrarian origins of
modern civilization are more important than they are often taken to be. Marx
himself, while seeking to identify the novel features of industrial capitalism,
was open to suggesting than capitalist labor relations were feudalism in drag.
As we have seen, for Goody the industrial revolution did confer definite advan-
tages on the West, even if this did not justify the historical projections that they
built on the basis of that temporary ascendancy. He does believe, however, that
the recent shift in economic power to Asia was inevitable, given their shared
institutional heritage of the Bronze Age urban revolution. He evoked the issue
of industrialization toward the end of The Theft of History, showing that manu-
factures on a large scale can be found in Asia too at various times in the past, as
well as in the present. But when he extends his thesis concerning agrarian civi-
lization to the last two centuries, he is less convincing. Thus he says in passing,
of China’s leading role in world economy today, ‘‘This latest shift has been
carried out by a communist government, without much deliberate help from
the west’’ (2006:286). This is simply untrue. Unlike India, which pursued a path
of technological and financial self-sufficiency after independence, China’s
transition to capitalism has been fueled by massive technology transfers and
capital investment from the West. Now that I have read Metals, however, I feel
compelled to revisit these arguments with a fresh perspective in mind.

Childe himself did not assimilate the machine revolution of industrial
capitalism to what emerged in Mesopotamia five millennia ago. Since 1800,
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the explosion of population and cities has been fueled by the conversion of
inanimate energy by machines, with the result that many people live longer,
work less, and spend more than they ever did before. Goody is right to insist
that the legacy of agrarian civilization is still strong in our world and that older
forms of capitalism (merchant and financial) have not been swept aside by
factory production. But we still need to understand the economic revolution
we are living through, if only to head off global disaster. Marx andWeber have
more uses in this respect than as mere cheerleaders for Western hegemony.

Marx, for all his occasional references to Asia’s stagnation, explicitly did
not reduce the capitalist mode of production to a case study of Western
history. He saw in Victorian capitalism the seeds of a new stage in human
history and identified the complex of workers, machines, and money that
drove it. Since he was right, we might pay attention to his theoretical model.
Goody’s elision of any significant difference between merchant and industrial
capital makes that impossible. Nor was Weber just concerned with the role of
the protestant ethic in the rise of capitalism. Goody is probably right to dis-
parage the results of his excursions into Asian religion; but Weber’s General
Economic History (1922) contains much that is also essential to understand-
ing modern capitalism as an economic system.

Jack Goodys's contribution to anthropology

Jack Goody has been trying to lift his profession out of a myopic ethnography
into a concern with the movement of world history that went out of fashion
with the passing of the Victorian founders of anthropology. In Britain, this
shift is conventionally represented as Malinowski’s ousting of Frazer from
national leadership. And Goody (1995) has left his own idiosyncratic memoir
of that transition. He started out as Meyer Fortes’ protégé at Cambridge,
working as an ethnographer in the same region of Northern Ghana; and
Cambridge, specifically his college, St. John’s, has provided him with a base
to this day. He kept up an active research interest in Ghana for a number of
decades, much of that time in partnership with Esther Goody (Hart 1985).
But from the 1960s he sought to integrate anthropology into history and the
social sciences more generally. Whereas Fortes, his predecessor as head of
the Cambridge department, had been keen to establish the disciplinary limits
of anthropology, Goody reveled in its potential as an anti-discipline. He
cared less about the boundaries between ‘‘academic fields of enquiry’’ than
about the freedom to pursue important questions wherever they took the
investigator (Goody 1991).

In the process, he developed a unique personal style that has more than
an echo of the great Victorians in it. We know that he read and enjoyed Sir
James Frazer’s (1890) The Golden Bough as an Italian prisoner of war; and
‘‘the development of human culture’’ is reminiscent of E. B. Tylor (1871),
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who made the concept the centerpiece of his anthropology. Both men wrote
compendious books of some literary merit using documentary sources drawn
from all over the world. And why not? Their subject was after all the history
of world society; but their approach was idealist. Goody’s was drawn from
Childe’s materialist synthesis of the two great revolutions—the ‘‘neolithic’’
10,000 years ago and the ‘‘urban’’ 5,000 years ago—which, with the industrial
revolution, marked definitive stages in the history of human production and
society.

Jack Goody, if not uniquely among his contemporaries, then with more
persistence and range than other anthropologists, has pursued one tradition
of investigating the movement of world history—the anthropology of
unequal society—that largely fell into abeyance in the late 20th century
and has precious few adherents today. David Graeber (2011) stands virtually
alone as a recent exception. I have suggested that he did so largely as an out-
come of his personal engagement with the formation of a new world society
during and after the Second World War. His contribution lies mainly in using
the regions of the Old World to show that inequality was global in scope.
Do his studies of kinship, production, and communication in pre-industrial
Africa and Eurasia point to some of the salient features of contemporary
world society, even if, until The East in the West (1996), he never made such
an issue the explicit object of his inquiries?

Goody’s contrast between Eurasia and Africa reminds us of the durable
inequalities of our world and suggests that the reasons for them may be less
tractable than we like to think. At the same time, the rise of India and China
underlines his warning against European complacency. The world is now
simultaneously more connected than ever and highly unequal. A popular
scientific text (Barabasi 2002) helps us to understand why this may be so. Left
to their own devices, ‘‘scaled networks’’ ’ exhibit a ‘‘power rule’’ in which a
few hubs are highly connected and most nodes are only weakly connected.
That is, the proliferation of networks, as in world markets today, would nor-
mally produce a highly skewed distribution of participants. The reduction of
national political controls over global markets in the last two decades seems to
have accelerated the gap between the haves and the have-nots everywhere,
generating huge regional disparities in the process (Hart 2001). The task of
devising institutions capable of redressing this situation seems further away
today that it did in 1945, when Jack Goody set out on his post-war journey.

The ethnographic revolution was in part a way of rejecting this evolu-
tionism, but, as Goody shows, the contrast between Western civilization
and its primitive, non-industrial or non-Western antithesis survived. In the last
half-century, he and Eric Wolf stand out as anthropologists engaged
with the history of inequality in global terms. Indeed Goody acknowledges
Wolf’s (1982) preference for ‘‘tributary states’’ over the traditional opposition
between Western feudalism and Asiatic despotism. Their methods and
emphasis could not be more different; but each succeeded in replacing a
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cultural anthropology of infinite variations with a materialist world history
illuminating the sources of humanity’s current discontents.

Metals, Capitalism and Culture, however, makes it clearer than ever
before that Jack Goody’s approach has never been narrowly materialist. It is
rather profoundly dialectical. His sustained attack on binary oppositions of
all kinds, especially those underpinning Western claims to global hegemony,
is not intended to replace an idealist emphasis on ‘‘culture’’ with one that
isolates technology as causal. Rather he wishes to retain both poles of an
opposition in movement, the better to understand the fluctuations of history
in what one commentator has called l’histoire pendulaire (Verdrager 2010). I
choose to end this review with some extended excerpts from his last book. Let
the writer speak in his own voice.

Academic study always has a tendency to drift away from its more practical
cousin, technology, pulled aside by the existence of literacy and a scholarly
elite; in this way ‘‘science’’ became concernedwith themore abstract topics
and with more general subjects like the order of the world, which had pre-
viously been the domain of religions . . . . We have to think of the Age of
Metals not only in terms of technology but of art, as at Ur in the Ancient
Near East. That problem continues. What is the connection between the
Industrial Revolution, with its use of coal, coke and steel, and the European
Renaissance with its flowering of the arts and other forms of knowledge? In
Europe, that expansion was clearly an aspect of the limited secularization
of society that I have mentioned. (Goody 2012:297)

The balance in [technological] achievements went back and forth, as
they continue to do today. Europe and Eurasia are much more the context
of ‘‘modernization’’ than Anglo-Saxon historiography allows. The current
prominence of Germany and China is nothing new, but part of this
alternation between roughly equivalent societies. Neither Protestantism
nor Catholicism, Islam nor Buddhism had a permanent advantage; all
participated in some measure. The theme of this book has been central
to my thinking. Not only has it tried to link up East and West but also to
associate culture and industry, which have been hopelessly divided
(Goody 2012:299).

The idea that Europeans invented a new form of rationality or even
social change itself was a product of their temporary superiority in the
19th century and the attempt to explain why until then others had not
achieved what they had done. However, invention is not something that
is alien to any human mind, nor yet is rationality; they appear throughout
human existence in different forms, at different tempos, and in different
mixes. From the very beginning humans have invented solutions to their
problems and they have explored the world around them, often ending
with transcendental visions. The idea of an earlier, static, ‘‘primitive,’’
non-rational society has been maintained by many sociologists and histor-
ians, including Marx and Weber, but it is quite foreign to most of those
who have engaged in ‘‘participant observation’’ among such peoples. . . .
Advances [in mining] were normally the result of multitudes of small steps
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taken with the aid of the pragmatic ingenuity of generations of working
miners rather than giant leaps facilitated by scientific breakthroughs.
The same was true of agriculture. Life has not changed in this respect.
Man is a ‘‘rational’’ animal, whatever that may imply, and rationality is
not simply an attribute of modern man, though with writing and compu-
ters he may have become more ‘‘rational’’ in terms of an array of more
limited and obvious criteria. (Goody 2012:290).

Jack Goody remains to this day an anthropologist whose sensibility was
formed by long-term ethnographic fieldwork. But he knew that, if he aspired
to throw light on the human predicament as a whole, he would have to
become a world historian too. In both respects, the questions he pursued
were formed by his experience of and engagement with the unequal world
that is emerging in our times. It is a world less modern than the inmates often
seem to think. At 95, with a score of books under his belt in this series, Jack
Goody does not offer final answers to his guiding questions. But he surely
has come a long way and, thanks to his efforts, so might some of the rest
of us, if we follow his example.
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